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Hello Everyone My Name I Michael Rios Petra Tosabol Descendent My Cousin Lorraine Zamora and
families Rios, Aguirre, Ursua are Petra Tosabol Descendents we are here to let the United Nations Know
Of just one Clans Struggle as a Temecula Indian at the hands of our own People
Those who have been Banished and denied membership, include many Allottees, myself included, and the
TOSABOL CLAN NUMBERS 120 that would be adversely affected I f no reform and sanctions on the
very Tribes that commit crimes against their own People are not held accountable or bound by restraint
requirements by congress and a reformed New INDIAN CIVIL RIGHTS AMENDMENT ATTACHED
AND MONIRTERED BY CONGRESS S 1968 the current INDIAN CIVIL RIGHTS ACT of 1968 Could
this be that these tribes are committing civil and criminal acts and blanketing them with
sovereignty with no accountability of their actions? SOVREIGNTY provides safe haven for the Tribal
Government officials who have stripped or denied numerous Allottees of rights set forth in tribal and
federal law shall be responsible for satisfying the very same individual Temecula Indians entitlement to
Land allotted to them and restrict Membership ,Heritage Culture Birthright and Landownership access
handed down for generations TOSABOL CLAN HAS REQUESTED TO BUILD ON THEIR LAND for
many Years NO you cannot Build on your land we will stop you from using our roads as told to me many
years ago year 2000 ;PHIL IBANEZ I was representing Manuel Rios sr And Miguel Rios and ALL of
TOSABOL the desire to Build on the Family heritage land as they Requested for many years early 1970s
Last year descendants of Petra Tosobal were restricted from accessing our allotment on the
reservation. The banishment and exclusion occurred when they went to the reservation to burn sage and
pray that we be allowed to reclaim our heritage. They were quickly surrounded by Pechanga tribal
members and detained for questioning even after providing proof of ownership in the allotment they were
on.
On November 4, 2009 family members were once again detained when they attempted to access their
land. And on January 2, 2010 family members were stopped, detained, and notified that they had been
banished and could not come onto the reservation to access their allotment. At that time, 90 day notices of
restriction, pending life exclusion, were given to Petra Tosobol descendants.
Since the most recent banishment, Tosobol descendants have received letters from the Pechanga Tribal
Council stating that the Band recognizes their ownership interests in allotments on the reservation, however
we cannot use tribal roads- the only means of getting to our property- to access our land
Tosobol descendants have made numerous attempts to address the banishment issue with Pechanga tribal
officials, but we have not been provided with any information or process by which to appeal our exclusion
and banishment.
Considering the Band’s actions to deny Petra Tosabol descendants citizenship and access to our allotments,
I do not want Pechanga tribal officials negotiating my RIGHTS IN ANY MATTER CONCERNING MY
ALLOTEE RIGHTS TO ACCESS MY LAND ,OR BUILD UPON WITHOUT MY KNOWLAGE AND
APPROVAL THE TOSABOL

WANT TO BUILD ON THEIR LAND AND
LIVE THEIR HERITAGE. The United States trust responsibility is not limited to
management of Indian funds, or even the lands and resources that are held in trust. It involves
the entire federal-tribal relationship—from the role of the U.S. Constitution in providing the
preemptive force of Federal law over State intrusions into Indian affairs, to the obligation to
protect the exercise of tribal sovereignty and the right of the tribes to be self-governing. This
session will address ideas for meaningful trust reform, including tribally-driven consultation, and
tribal involvement in the formulation of policy, accountability and transparency.

These tribes are not following their own constitution and by-laws. They have banished allottees
and land owners. They have illegally disenrolled and have placed hundreds of original Indian
descendents illegally on moratorium against their own constitution and by-laws.but the freeze on
enrollment only applies to non –members Again they speak of sovereignty and self governing
with accountability.
Robert Eban Bureau of Indian Affairs
Amy Dutshke Bureau of Indian Affairs regional director
Met with them june2 2011
Michael Rios met with Tim Daly,Dan Boren Brenden Hennessey. Eliabeth Mortenson, Jennifer Van der
Heide ,ESQ Cristopher N.Fluhr Brenda D Villanueva David a Mullon Jr.Cammille Calimlim Touton
In Washington dc ON water rights act but informed all of the Banishment and showed evidence
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